
What’s iRoll Got to Do With It?

THE INDUSTRY IS BUZZING ABOUT INTERACTIVE ADS. IT’S TIME TO TRANSFORM YOUR STATIC PRE-ROLL.

Is Your Audience Really Paying 

Attention?

• Advertisers constantly struggle to ensure ad impressions 
are as impactful as possible with distracted consumers.

• Once a consumer is distracted, the level of effort required 
to gain their attention is colossal at best. 

• Focus should be on attention, understanding it and 
harnessing it to reach g the right people at the right time.

• By optimizing around attentive audiences, brand metrics 
such as purchase intent are increased by double digits.

iRoll turns passive ad viewing into active audience participation 
with value-driven, personalized and relevent messaging. iRoll 
also dynamically optimizes your campaigns to ensure they are 
performing for your target audience. 

Why iRoll?
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Is a Longer, Interactive Pre-Roll Ad 

Better Than Breaking Up Video 

Content?

• 63% of viewers watched interactive ads over pre-roll ads

• 86% watched interactive ad sfor at least 30 seconds and 
completed at least one interaction.

               
• Resulting in less advertisements and less noise for 

advertisers—securing greater mindshare. Decreased ad 
viewing time by over 40% (for users who engaged). 

When presented with a choice in content, consumers would rather 
interact and engage, rather than passively view ad spots, which 
is why we built iRoll. And better content equals a more engaged 
audience and higher purchase intent.

Why iRoll?

Data Reveals Interactive Digital Video Ad 
Units Increase Purchase Intent By 225% 

Over Traditional Digital Video Ad Formats

• Interactive video formats deliver more than double the 
purchase intent (225%) compared to pre-roll ads

         
• Interaction rates 3-4X higher than click- thru rates

• Brand awareness doubled (51%)

• Message association rose by nearly a third (31%)

Why iRoll?
Every interaction you gain from consumers with iRoll is 2.25x more 
valuable than a pre-roll impression. iRoll delivers brand lift and true 
engagement, resulting in more return on your video investment.  

Interactive Video Breathes New Life 

Into Online Advertising

• Consumers aren’t the captive audiences they once were, 
trapped into watching ads with no way to avoid them.  

• Most pre-roll video ads can be skipped after only a few 
seconds, and those that can’t are easily ignored. 

• Preroll advertising is suffering—there are only three clicks 
for every 10,000 ads

• Advertisers can take advantage of data-driven, targeted, 
and personalized experiences with interactive video

iRoll turns your standard preroll units into interactive, 
personalized and relevant ads—helping you directly address the 
desires of today’s audiences. With iRoll it takes less impressions 
to achieve the same amount of clicks and engagement as a 
standard pre-roll unit.

Why iRoll?
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Levels Beyond Study Finds 

Consumers Demand Brand Video

• 61% of consumers have watched company-produced 
videos if it was shared with them by a friend

• 42% reported liking it when companies share videos online

• The popular video type to share with friends was how-to/
instructional/tutorial videos at 67%

• 34% like to share and watch product/informational videos.

iRoll helps you deliver more branded video content and social 
sharing within a single 15 or 30 second spot, increasing reach, 
engagement and activity levels with your brand.

Why iRoll?

10 Metrics Every Video Advertiser 

Should Measure

• If nobody sees your ad impression, it’s impossible for it 
to move the ROI needle for your brand

• Clicks move consumers down a direct-response funnel 
and hopeffully a conversion, but most digital video ads 
are not online call-to-action campaigns

• Reach, frequency, GRP, time spent, completion rate, 
brand lift, optimal frequency, viewable CPM are metrics 
to watch.

Clicks and impressions no longer tell a complete story of your 
campaign. iRoll measures engagement, interactivity and brand 
with each individual user so you get the full picture and ROI of 
your video campaigns.

Why iRoll?
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Omnicom Advises Marketers to 

Move 10% to 25% of TV Dollars to Online 

Video

• Omnicom counsels clients to move 10% to 25% of TV dollars to 
online video.

• There is a need for even more premium and relevant content, 
but the amount of quality online video is still an issue.

• The desire for more measurement and accountability is  
getting higher and higher.

iRoll helps you target and interact with your consumers on a 1:1 
level, delivering direct brand engagement that is unmatched by TV 
advertising. 

Why iRoll?

Millennial Moms Active 

Across Screens, Mobile Impacts 

Purchase

• Moms say smartphones play a role at the “inspiration” and 
research phases of shopping, with 21% making a purchase.

• Moms frequently turn to mobile phones while shopping to 
do things like take pictures of products (50%), text family or 
friends (39%) and send product photos to others (40%).

Today’s shoppers want to share, review and browse photos of 
products on their smartphones before purchasing. iRoll delivers 
this level of interaction right at the point of purchase in a mobile 
environment, as well as on desktop and tablets.
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